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“The girl with the fantastic voice 
and the brilliant songs.” 

“Musical style and creative writing 
of Adele, and the incredible big 

voice of Celin Dion.”  
- Matt Tancock - My Soul Cries

22-year-old London-based artist, Leyla Diamondi, is half-Greek 
(father) and half-Turkish (mother). She is a representation of the 
good that can happen when individuals choose unity instead of 
centuries of cultural and racial division.  

Leyla Diamondi’s newest single, ‘My Soul Cries’ was describes as  
having the “musical style and creative writing of Adele, and the 
incredible big voice of Celin Dion” and was selected as Track of 
the Week by BBC Radio Bristol. This single will be performed live 
at iconic and historic venue The Bedford in London on the 3rd 
May. 

Since the start of Leyla Diamondi's career in 2019, she has been 
interviewed and broadcasted on BBC Radio London, multiple 
BBC Introducing Stations around the country, UK Health Radio 
(+1.2M listeners), and LGR (400K listeners). She was featured in 
the BBC 6MUSIC festival fringe, performed at COYA Mayfair, 
performed at Boxpark Wembley, and sold out her headliner act at 
Werkhaus London. At the start of the first lockdown, she helped 
raise over £80,000 for the WARchild Charity via a virtual 
performance alongside others artists. She has also been featured 
on the Warner Bros Topisfy ‘Popsito’ playlist on Spotify and her 
single ‘Down for You’ featured on the official Hotel Chocolat’s in-
store playlist for a couple months last year.  

With only a few years under Diamondi’s belt in the industry and 
being completely independent, Leyla has made quite the impact.  

“What a Choctastic track!” 
- Down for You

“Leyla’s vocals are soft, angelic, 
and emotionally charged... Leyla 

demonstrates her wide, 
impressive vocal range within the 

chorus.” 
- My Soul Cries
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“Such an easy track to listen too.”  
(Sunny and Shay 

 - Letting Go (Bad Habits)
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